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For two linear Cauchy problems in Banach space, satisfying the well-known 
conditions of Tanabe and Sobolevskii, we estimate the difference between the 
solutions and their derivatives in terms of all the given data. 
INTRODUCTION 
We present an approximation theorem for first-order linear initial value 
problems in Banach space which satisfy the well-known conditions of Tanabe [4] 
and Sobolevskii [3]. More specifically, for two such problems we estimate the 
difference between the solutions and their first derivatives in terms of all the 
given data. Any such estimate requires a notion of “distance” between the 
(unbounded linear) operator-valued coefficient functions of the two problems. 
We use a distance function based on the gap or opening between two closed 
linear operators. This allows us, in the derivation of our main result, Theorem 
1.1, to employ the estimates for holomorphic semigroups obtained in [9]. The 
proof otherwise closely follows Tanabe [4, 51, Sobolevskii [3], and Fiedman [I]. 
Some economy is achieved by considering the Cauchy problems on semi- 
infinite intervals rather than on finite intervals and as immediate corollaries to 
our main result we obtain bounds for the growth of solutions, sufficient condi- 
tions for asymptotic stability, and Tanabe’s theorem [5] on the convergence of 
the solutions to a stationary state. Our second result, Theorem 1.2, is related 
to results of Tanabe [a, Tanabe and Watanabe [7], and Kato [2]. Both our 
theorems have direct applications to linear partial differential equations of 
parabolic type. 
This paper is a sequel to [9, Sect. 41 and throughout we use the notation of [9]. 
[n particular, X denotes a nontrivial complex Banach space with norm 11 , 
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U(X) denotes the set of closed linear operators A with both domain D(A) and 
range in X, B(X) denotes the space of all bounded operators A E%(X) with 
D(A) = x, I E .qX) is the identity operator, and 11 A /I denotes the operator 
norm of A E g(X). The symbols C, R f, N, and N denote the sets of complex 
numbers, nonnegative real numbers, nonnegative integers, and positive integers, 
respectively. The maximum of two real numbers p, 4 is denoted by {p, 4). 
1. RESULTS 
For given data A,: lR+ --f V(X), fi: lR+ --f X, ti E Rf and xi E X we consider 
the first-order linear initial value problems 
xi’(t) = 4 (t) = Ai xi(t) + f&), t > ti y (l*l>i 
Xi(ti) = Xi, 
for i = 1, 2. A function xi: [ti , CO[ ---f X is said to be a solution of the so-called 
Cauchy problem (l.l)i if it is strongly continuous on [ti , co[ and strongly 
continuously differentiable on ]ti, oo[, if xi(t) E D(A,(t)) for t > ti , and if it 
satisfies (1 .l)i; h ere xi’ denotes the strong derivative of xi . We assume that both 
problems satisfy the usual hypotheses [l, p. 108; 3; 41, viz., 
D(A,(t)) = D(Ai(0)) for t > 0 and there exist constants 
+ E IO, GT/~[, M > 0 and K E IO, l] such that Ai E S’El(+, M) (1.2)i 
and 11 A,(t) A,(s)-’ - I(1 < M 1 t - s jK for t, s E R+. 
There exist constants L > 0 and h ~10, l] such that 
11 fi(t) - fi(s)lj <L 1 t - s IA for t, s E R+. 
(1.3)i 
In the formulation of hypothesis (1.2) we have used the terminology of [9], as 
we shall do frequently; si(+, M) is the class of densely defined A E U(X) whose 
resolvent set contains the segment S(#J + x/2) = jh E C ) I arg A 1 < 6, + r/2) 
and for which (1 + 1 h 1) \@Z - A)-l 11 < M, X E S($ + r/2). For simplicity 
we assume that the constants 4, M, K, L, and h are the same for i = 1 and i = 2. 
Under the stated hypotheses, problem (1 .l)i has a unique solution xi , i = 1,2 
[l, 3, 41. Our intention is to estimate II xl(t) - x,(t)11 and Ij xl’(t) - x,‘(t)\1 for 
t > {tl , tz> in terms of the given data. This will be done by means of the follow- 
ing functions which are defined for t > s > 0. (For the definition and basic 
properties of the distance functions S and 6,: q(X) x V?(X) -+ [0, l] we refer 
to L9l.j 
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q(t, S) :=- SUp{jj Ai Ai(u - I Ij 1 24, V E [S, t], i = 1, 2) [ s$lqt - s)K], 
x(t, s) --_ {supjmin[G,(A,(r), A,(r)), &(A,(r), AI(Y))] j s < Y < tj., 
2-l sup{J/ A,(v) A,(u)-1 - A,(zJ)A,(u)-’ I! I s S< U 5: z’ -i;: tj}, 
qt, s) =-5 sup(/lf,(r)lj ) s < Y 5.; tj, 
O(t, s) z- sup{ijfi(r) -fz(r)ll 1 s < Y < t>. 
Throughout this paper we use the abbreviation 01 = (1 -1 M”)-1/2C3 and for an 
arbitrary but fixed y E IO, CX[ we define the function p by 
where r denotes the gamma function and the constants are those introduced in 
(1.2). Our main result can now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Consider the Catchy problems (1. l)i , i _- I, 2. Assume that 
hypotheses (1.2)i and (1.3)i are satisfied with 4, M, K, L, and X independent of 
i and that t, < t, . Denote by xi: [ti , co[ + X the unique solution of ( l.l)i , 
i = 1, 2. Then for every E > 0 there exists a continuous function C: [0, I[ -+ W, 
which depends only on 4, M, K, y, and E, such that for t > t, , 0 << $ < 1 and 
0 < 6 < y the following estimates hold: 
(744 
/i xl(t) - x2W G s(t _ t2)Kb 
,(l+Ss(t,tl)-(v-s)(t-t~)[,, x1 (j + qt2 , tl)](t* _ q” 
+ C(4) e(l+r)O(t,tz)-v(t-tz)[/I x1 - x2 1~ -+ ji xi j! x(t, t2)$] 
+ 0) eul+“h3(t.tZ)-(Y-6) (t-t,).01 f ” p-d(t--r) 
* tz 
x [x(t, GJ” llf&N + llfk> - f&>l 1 dr, (1.5) 
Ii xl’(t) - %‘(t)ll 
cc+> 
GwqGze 
(l+r)0(t,tl)-(5.-s)(t-t,) [II x1 I! 5 a(t, , h) t !ifi(t>!il(t2 - t,)K” 
+ qt - t2) 2Z!!!L e(l+E)O(t*tZ)-(v-s)(t-tZ)[/J x1 - x” Ii + (11 Xi ,/ + iifj(t)/i) x(t, t2)“] 
(754 e~wB(t.tz)-w ct-hJ.0) _, 
52 
X [(Lx-l i- lif&)ji) x(t, 2,)” + /I f,(t) - fi(t)/; f-- L’-$h-lO(t, &)&I. (1.6) 
In the inequalities above, each of the indices i, j, and k can be either 1 or 2. 
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The estimates above are coarse and to some extent arbitrary; an inspection 
of the proof in Section 3 will indicate ways in which the right-hand sides can be 
modified. The proof will also show that C is a continuous function of 4 E IO, n/2[, 
M > 0, K E 10, I], y E IO, (Y[, E > 0, and 1F, E [0, l[ and that the hypotheses can 
be relaxed in various directions (e.g., the exponents K and X can be different 
for the two problems and they can also be nonconstant functions on R+). 
However, less restrictive assumptions would complicate the statement and 
proof of the theorem without significantly improving it. 
Theorem 1.1 assumes no set-theoretic relation between the domains D(A,(O)) 
and D(A,(O)). If, however, D(A,(O)) C D(A,(O)) for i # j, then 
x(t, s) < [l + q(t, 41 sup{lI Ai@) A&)-l - III I s < r e q, O<s<t. 
(1.7) 
This is a consequence of [9, (l.lO)] and the identity 
A&) A,(u)-’ - A,(w) A,(u)-’ 
= [I - Aj(V) A,(a)-‘] A&) A,(u)-’ + A,(v) A,(u)-’ [A,(u) A,(u)-’ - I], 
o,<u<v. 
From Theorem 1.1 we can easily extract some information about a single 
Cauchy problem (l.l)r which satisfies hypotheses (1.2), and (1.3), . We only 
have to choose a suitable problem ( 1.1)2 which satisfies (1.2), and (1.3)s and 
apply (1.5) and (1.6). We illustrate this point by means of three simple examples; 
in all these examples we consider the Cauchy problem (l.l)r under hypotheses 
(1.2), and (1.3), . 
(i) Bounds for the growth of xi and x1’. By choosing A, = A, , f2 = 0, 
t, = t, , and x2 = 0, we obtain from Theorem 1 .l that for t > t, and 0 < $ < 1, 
(( x,(t)/1 < C(~)[e(l+~)E(t~tl)-v(t-tl’ 11 x1 (1 
+ e((l+r)s(t*tl)-(v-6)(t-t~).o) 
I 
t 
eBatter) llfl(~)ll dyl, 
t1 
II x1’Wll G CWk (1+F)B(t,t3-(v--6)(t-tl)[~(t _ t,)]-l /( xl (, 
+ eul+C)P(t,tJ-G-6) (t-Q.01 -2 fs (llfi(t)ll + L’-Q-‘w, tl>‘l. 
(ii) Su.cient conditions for asymptotic (Lyapunov) stability. If we choose 
A, = A, , fi = fi = 0, t, = t, and xe = 0, then (1.5) reduces to 
I/ xl(t)l\ < Ce(l+~)a(t.tl)-v(t-tl) I/ xl I/) 
t > h, 
where C is a constant depending only on 4, M, K, y ~10, 01[, and E > 0. Thus, 
a sufficient condition for asymptotic stability of (l.l)r is the existence of an 
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s ;,, 0 such that p(t, s) < y(t - s) for t 23 s. In view of our hypotheses and (1.4) 
this is equivalent to the condition H(s) = sup(~(t, s) 1 t “. sj < SO for some 
s: 0 and 
Comparison with the finite-dimensional case shows that this condition is far 
from being necessary for asymptotic stability of (1. I )i . 
(iii) Convergence to a stationary state. If there exist =1 E V(X) and f E S 
such that D(A) :-_ D(A,(O)) and lim,,, !j AA,(t)-’ - 1;’ --- lim,,, lifl(t) -111 = 0, 
then .4 has an inverse in L%(X) and the solution x, of (I. I), has the property that 
lim,_., 1’ xl(t) -+ k*fj! = lim,_, (( x,‘(t)(l =-- 0. 
To show that this theorem of Tanabe [S] is a corollary to Theorem 1 .I, we 
first of all observe that our assumptions imply that A has an inverse in a(X) and 
that lim,-, / A,(t) A--l - III : 0. Thus, in view of [9, (1.10) and Theorem 
4.1(i)], the function A, defined by AZ(t) := 4, t I-r-- 0, satisfies (1.2)a . n’Ioreover, 
the identity 
.4l(v) .+?,(u)-~ - I = [,4,(a) A-’ - I] AA,(u)-~ + AA,(u)-’ - I, 24, v ‘2 0, 
and (1.7) imply that lim,,, sup{q(t, s) j t 3 s} T=: lim,s,, sup{x(t, s)~ t > sj == 0. 
Similarly, the function fs defined by fs(t) = (1 - e-‘)j- e--tA-*j, t > 0, 
satisfies (1.3), with constants (1 + ILZ) ljfil , A and lim,,, sup{&& s) j t > s} -z 0. 
From these considerations, (1.4), and Theorem 1 .l, it follows that 
lim,_, 1; .rr(t) - x,(t)// = lim,,, ii . r Y ‘(t) - x,‘(t)i/ = 0 for arbitrary initial data 
t, : 1, > 0 and .+, ~2 E X. Since x2(t) =-= (e--b - 1) A-‘f satisfies (l.l).L with 
.vz (e-m’1 - 1) A-If, the desired result follows from the fact that 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 (cf. Section 3) is easily modified to yield a proof of 
the following theorem [8]. 
THEOREM 1.2. Consider the Cauchy problems (I .l); , ie N,, . dssume that 
(a) A,(t) E Y(X) and D(A,(t)) = @A,(O)) dense in X, t ;: 0; 
(b) hypotheses (1.2), and (1.3)i are sutisjied fey i E N with the constants 
4, M, K, L, h independent of i, 
(c) lim,,, 8(Ai(t), A,(t)) = lim,+= I/ Ai Ai(s - A,,(t) A,(s)--’ jl 
-=- lim,_, llfi(t) -fo(t)ll = 0, t > s > 0, 
(d) lim,-,(t, - t,) ==- lim,,m )! xi - .~a =m= 0. 
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Then each problem (l.l)i, iE N,, has a unique solution xi: [ti , oo[ -+ X and 
!$ I/ xi(t) - x,(t)ll =iiz II xi’(t) - x,‘(t)ll = O7 t > t, f 
the convergence being unqorm on compact subsets of It, , co[. If in addition there 
exist Ai( ~0) E V(X) and fi(a) E X, i E N, such that D(A,( CD)) = Q.&(O)), 
iEN, and 
h& [I A,(a) Ai(t)-1 - I II = k% llfi(t) -fi(m)ll = O, 
uniformly with respect to i E N, then the strong limits Q( 00) = lim,,, xi(t) and 
lim t+m xi’(t) = 0 exist uniformly with respect to i E N, and 
the convergence being unzjCorm on [s, CO[ v {co} for each s > t, . 
Results similar to Theorem 1.2 were derived by Tanabe [q, Tanabe and 
Watanabe [7], and Kato [2] under different assumptions on the approximating 
problems. In [6] sufficient conditions are given which guarantee weak pointwise 
convergence of the solutions xi and their derivatives xi’ to x0 and x0’, respectively, 
and [7] deals similarly with strong convergence. Kato [2] treats the approxima- 
tion problem in a more general framework and establishes two criteria which 
enforce strong pointwise convergence xi -+ x0, uniformly on compact intervals. 
Theorems 1 .l and 1.2 can be applied to linear initial boundary value problems 
for parabolic equations in an Lp-framework, 1 <p < co [l, Sect. 2.9, in parti- 
cular the proof of Theorem 9.11. In this context the &(t)‘s are linear elliptic 
partial differential operators (defined in some common region of n-dimensional 
Euclidean space) subject to appropriate conditions [S]. Since D(A,(O)) C 
D(A,(O)), if the order of the operators Ai is greater than or equal to the order 
of the operators Aj(t), inequality (1.7) can be used to estimate the distance 
function x in terms of the coefficients of A, and A, . Inequalities (1.5) and (1.6) 
then become D-estimates in terms of the coefficients, the inhomogeneous 
terms, and the initial data. 
2. Two PREPARATORY PROPOSITIONS 
Th e proof of Theorem 1.1 hinges on some estimates which we establish in this 
section. First we reformulate some of the inequalities obtained in [9, Sect. 4-j; 
cf. also [3, (1.17) and (1.18)]. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 0 <$ <n/2, M >O O( = ( I - JV) l”/S, and 0 :Z y ‘: iy. 
Then the following inequalities hold for A, B E ZI(+, M), and t _ .’ 0: 
Proof. If A E X1(+, M), then it follows from [9, (1.3)] that d,(A, A -+ ~1) .< LY 
and [9, Theorem 4. I(iii)] implies that i2 C oll~ @(+, M -f- (1 + .l!P)tlr): in 
particular, 
The same conclusions hold for B E Si(d, M) and th e assertions are now straight- 
forward consequences of [9, (4.5), the remark following (4.5), (4.7), and (1.4)] 
and the fact that for real numbers a, c ,> 0 and b, d 3~ 0 with bc Y nd, 
(2.4) 
QED. 
In our second proposition, r denotes the gamma function and we use the 
abbreviation (t} ~7.: inf{n E N / t ;< ti} for t > 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each n E N, and l > 0 there e&s a constant CnL ‘.,. 0 
szrrh thnt 
for arbitrary d > 0, 6 2 1 and #,,, > 0 (m E IV). 
Proof. By continuity it suffices to prove (2.5) for 8 == p/q, where p, q E N 
and p > q. Me introduce the abbreviations S, for the left-hand side of (2.5), 
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a = sup{l/r(t) ) t 2 0}, and 6 = dl!* > 0. Keeping 
on [2, co[ and that a > 1, we obtain 
D-l r * 
in mind that r increases 
where P, denotes a polynomial of degree n with positive integer coefficients. 
(The P,‘s can be calculated recursively.) Thus S, < a(S)” bP’(6) P,(b*) exp (bp), 
where the function f : IO, co[ + W is defined by 
f(t) = [l + t-l + . . . + p-"]/[I + t-1 + . . . + p-q 
for t > 0. Since f is nonincreasing, it follows that @f(b) < bv(l) = W for 
6 >, 1 and bp’(6) = bqf(l/6) < b’lf(l) = Sd for 6 < 1. Consequently, 
S, < uS(S>‘~ {d, da> P,(ds) exp(d”), 
and (2.5) now follows from (2.4). Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I .l 
Throughout this section we assume that the Cauchy problems (l.lh and 
(1.1)2 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, that 0 < y < CY = (1 + M2)-1/2/8, 
and that vl(t, s) = 1 + q(t, s), 0 < s < t. 
First of all we recall how the solution of (1 .l)i is constructed [l, 3, 41. We use 
the notation of Tanabe [4]. Let G = ((t, s) 1 0 < s < t} and define for i = 1, 2, 
R;(t, s) = [A{(t) - l&(s)] e(‘-s)A”(s), (t, s> E G, 
%+li(t, 4 = J,qt 
(3.1) 
Rli(t, Y) Rmi(r, s) dr, (6 s> E G, rnGN. 
Then for every m E N the function R, i: G + .9?(X) is continuous with respect 
to the norm topologies (on G and g(X)) and the series 
Ri(t, s) = f Rmi(t, s), <t, s> E G, (3.2) 
TN=1 
converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact subset of G. Hence the 
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function Ri: G + S?(X) is continuous with respect to the norm topologies; 
moreover, it satisfies the integral equations 
R’(t, s) -- Rli(t, s) := 1’ Rli(t, r) R’(r, s) dv if Hi@, y) R,‘(~, s) dr. 
* ,< . . 
,‘t, s ;I G. (3.3) 
Now the function cTi: G--f S(X) defined by 
is the unique fundamental solution [l, p. 1091 of the homogeneous equation 
associated with (I.l)i , where G denotes the topological closure of G. Finally, 
the unique solution xi: [ti , a[ + X of (l.l)i is given hy the variation of con- 
stants formula 
The procedure for proving Theorem 1.1 is now clear. In a sequence of three 
lemmas we derive inequalities involving the semigroups generated by the 
operators A;(t) and the functions Ai , Ri, and Uj These estimates are essentially 
well known [I, 3, 41, except that there here they are written in a form which 
makes no reference to finite intervals. The proofs closely follow Tanabe [4, 51, 
Sobolevskii [3], and Friedman [l]. 
In this section only the second estimates in (2.2) and (2.3) are used. B! 
appealing to the first estimates and by using the classical limit theorems of 
Lebesgue integration the arguments below can be modified to prove Theorem 
1.2 [8]. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant C > 0, dependin? o&r on 4, N and y, 
such thatfor i = I, 2, it, s> E G, u, ZI, u’, ZI’ E [s, t]. 0 Q:: D ::z 7 and {. q~, $ E [0, I J 
the following estimates hold: 
Proof. Let C denote a positive generic constant which depends only on 4, 
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M, and y and let us drop the subscript i. To prove (3.6) we apply the triangle 
inequality to the estimates 
which follow from (2.1), (2.2), and [9, (I.lO)]. Similarly, (3.7) is obtained by 
applying (2.1), (2.3), and [9, (l.lO)] to the right-hand side of the identity 
A@‘) esA’G - A@‘) eoA(u’ 
= [A(u’) A(u’)-1 - I] A(d) A(u)-1 A(v) eTA(Z” 
+ A(d) A(u)-1 p(v) PA(T) - A(u) e’A’U’ 
‘r’2’A(u’]2 dr + [I - A(v) A(u)-l] A+) ens ; 
I 
cf. [l, (2.16), p. 107-j. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a continuous function C: IO, 11 + R+, which depends 
on& on 4, M, K, y, and E > 0, such that the following estimates hold for i = 1, 2, 
O<s<r<t,O<~<l,andO<~<l-y: 
< qq)71(t, ,)1-q e’l+t’B’t,s’-v(t-s)(t _ S)Km-l, (3.8) 
(1 P(t, s) - @(t, r)i/ < C(q) e(l+~)a(t.s)-v(t-T)(t - rp-l (r - s)Kti, (3.9) 
11 P(t, s) - F(r, s)]l < C(p) e(l+E)B(t*s)-v(r-s)(r - s)Km-l (t - r)K$, (3.10) 
/I ZP(t, s) - Rl(t, s)ll < C(q) e(l+r)B(t,s)-v(t-s)(t - sp-l x(t, s)l-O. (3.11) 
Proof. To simplify the notation we drop all indices i in the proof of the 
first three inequalities. Let c’ = (1, M)/[&(cY - y) sin $1 and v = K/(1 + K); 
then it follows from (3.1), (2.1), and (1.2) that 
/I Rl(t, s)/ < C’q(t, s)l-@ e-v(t-Y)(t - s)Ke-l, O<s<t, 0<9,<1. 
Using this inequality and the identity 
$: (t - r)a-1 (r - s)b-1 & = Fr’f(il (t - ~)a+~-~, 
a 
s < t, 0 < a, b, (3.12) 
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we easily conclude by induction that for m E N0 , 0 < s < f, and 0 < y < 1, 
Inequality (3.8) now follows from (3.2), (2.5), and (1.4). 
To prove (3.9) let C: IO, I] + W denote a generic continuous function 
which depends only on #, 112, K, y, and E. According to (3.1) (3,7), and (1.2) 
R,(t, s) - R&, Y)li 
::I C(1) ql(t, s) ecvct- ‘)(I - s)“/(t - Y), O.~.s<r<t, 
while (3.13) implies that for 0 < 9) < 1 and 0 < # : :z 1 - q~, 
j! R,(f, s) - R,(t, Y)\i c< 2C’q(t, s)1-m/(1-3’ e-y(t-r)(t - Y)Km/(le4”- I, 
0 :: s < Y -r: f. 
Combining these two estimates we obtain the inequality 
j R,(f, s) -- R,(t, r)[[ < C(1) 7jr(t, s)l-q e-+r’(t - r)Ko-l (r - S)K$, 
0 r; s < Y < t, 
and we infer from (3.3), (3.8), (3.12), and (3.13) that for 0 << s < r < t, 
I R(f, s) - R(t, Y)(i :$ I( RI@, s) - R,(t, r)[ + fr " R(t, u) R&d, s),,I du 
-s 
+ J:f j’ R(t, u)[Rl(u, s) - R,(u, Y)]/; du 
-;= (qy)?)&, ,)2-o e(l+~'6(t,s'-v(t-,-'(t _ y)nsl-l(y _ $wb 
* [l + e-v+s’(r - +(1-s’:, -;- r(K@)a/r(K9))]. 
Assertion (3.9) now follows from (2.4) and the definitions of p and Q . In a 
similar manner estimate (3.10) can be verified without difficulty. 
To prove (3.11) we first observe that by (3.1) (2.1), (2.3) and (1.2), 
/ R12(t, s) -- Rl’(t, s)ll 
’ j&(f) /f&)-l - 1, !/ /.j&) ,(t-sM) - A,(s) p)Al(fil 
-L -4Jt) f&(~)-~ - A,(t) A,(s)-l ‘, ij A,(s) e(t-s’A1(s) 
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where C” > 0 depends only on 4, M, and y. From this inequality, (3.12), and 
(3.13) we deduce by induction that for 0 < s < t, 0 < v < 1 and m E N, , 
where the last inequality is obtained by choosing 9 = V/K in (3.13). Assertion 
(3.11) now follows from (3.2), (2.5), and (2.4). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a continuous function C: IO, l] + R+, which depends 
only on 4, M, K, y and E > 0, such that the following estimates hold for i = 1,2, 
O<s<r<t,O<p<l,andO<S<y: 
11 Uj( t, s)ll < C( 1) e(l+c)fi(t*s)-y(t-s), (3.14) 
11 Uj(t, s) - Uj(t, r)l\ < C(y) S-le(l+F)B(t*s)-(v-*)(t-r)([r - s]/[t - r])K(l-m), (3.15) 
11 Aj(t)[Uj(t, s) - e(t-3)Af(t)]lj 
< qq> e(l+E)8(t.8)-v(t-s)(t _ s)KcP-l (3.16) 
II 4t) Ui(4 411 < C(F) s- le(l+r10(t,sl-~v-6)(t-s)(t -‘s)-l, (3.17) 
II 4tW& 4 - Ui(C y)lll 
< qq> ~-le'l+e)E't.8)-'v-6)'t-r)(t - ~)-l-K'l-c) (r - qdl-m), 
(3.18) 
II G&, 4 - WY al d cc?4 e’l+E)B’t.8)-v’t-s)X(t) s)l-w, (3.19) 
/I &(t)[U.Jt, s) - e(t-s)Aect’] - A,(t)[ UI(t, s) - e(*--s)A1(t)]ll 
G ChJ) e (l+d8(t.S)-Y(t-S)(t - s)GB-~ X(t, s)l-Q, (3.20) 
II A,(t) Uz(t, 4 - 44 WY 411 
< C(v) S-le(l+e)E(t.s)-(v-6)‘t-S)(t - ~$1 x(t, s)l-@. (3.21) 
Proof. We shall repeatedly use the easily verified coarse inequality 
t e-~‘t-u’(u _ s)~-l &, s t e--“(t - u)u-l duj < 6/(/4, s 
s < t, 0 < p, v < 1. (3.22) 
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Throughout this proof C denotes a generic continuous function IO, I] ---+ R-l- 
which depends only on 4, M, K, y, and E > 0. 
(i) In the proofs of the first five estimates we omit the indices i. First of 
all it follows from (3.4) (2.1), (3.6), (3.8), and (3.9) that for 0 51 s < I -< f and 
O( -‘I yp-3 7 
ii c(f, s)ii -< C(1) e-Y(fLbl 1 + e(l+f)Y(t*S) 
[ s s 
and 
I/ c’(t, s) - qt, Y)!, 
2.: )I ‘- ” e(t-s)A(s) _ e(t-rlA(r) +’ f r 1; e(f--u)A(u)R(u, s)’ r/  .u 
In view of (2.4) and (3.22) these estimates imply (3.14) and (3.15), respectively. 
Similarly we obtain (3.16) and (3.17) from the identity [4, (1.21)] 
A(t) U(t, s) = A(t) e(t-a)A(s) + [e(t-s)A(t) - I] R(f, s) 
+ lt 4% - (t u)A(zcl _ e(t-ulAW] R(u, s) (iu 
s 
(3.23) 
+ /St A(t) &u)A(t)[R(u, s) - R(t, s)] du, 0 K< s <; f, 
and the inequalities (2.1), (3.7) (3.8), (3.10), and (3.12). Moreover, we deduce 
from (3.23) that 
-WW(f, 4 - w, y>l 
= A(~)[ect--s)Acs, _ p-r)A(r) 1 
+ [e(t-s)A(tl - e(t-r)A(t)] R(t, s) + [e(t-r)A(t) - I][R(t, s) - R(f, Y)] 
+ Jy’ [A(t) e(t-u)Acu)R(u, s) - A(t) e(f--7J)A(t)R(t, s)] du 
+Jk I[ t e(t-u)A(u) - e(t--u)A(t)][R(u, s) - R(u, Y)] du 
7 
+jt4 > t e(t-U)A(t)[R(u, s) - R(u, r) - R(t, s) -1. R(t, r)] du, r 
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Each term on the right-hand side of this identity is bounded by the right-hand 
side of (3.18). Except for the last term these are straightforward consequences of 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, (3.12), and inequalities (2.1) and (2.4). To deal with the 
last integral, we denote its integrand by J. Then it follows from (2.1), (3.9), and 
(3.10) that for 0 < g, < 1, 
11 J@)lj < C(,) e(l+E)B(t.s)-v(t-r)(t - q-1 [(U - y)Km/z-1 (y - S~(1-mlP)]2(1-~)/(2-0) 
. [@ _ y)Km/z-1 (t _ 4d-v/2qm/(2-m) 
= qq,) e(l+E)a(t,s)-v(t-5)[(t - U) (u - y)p+l (y - +(1-m), r<u<t. 
Consequently, by (3.12), 
s It /I &)\j au < Q) e(l+~)8(t,s)-y(t-r)(t - y)Km-1 (y - S)‘(l-m), 0<9,fl, 
and in view of (2.4) this last expression is bounded by the right-hand side of 
(3.18). 
(ii) It follows from (3.4), (2.1), (2.2), (3.8), and (3.11) that for 0 < s < t 
andO<g,<l, 
!I U2(4 4 - w s)ll 
< !, e(t-s)A2(s) _ e(t-s)A1(s) ,, + Jst j, e(t-u)A&d 
[R2@, s) - R’(u, ~)I11 du 
+ /St j/[e(t-uh(U) _ e(t-u)Ad“)] RI@, s)l\ du 
< C(,) e(l+F)8(t.s)-v(t-s)X(t, S)l--m [I + jst e-h4(t-u)(u - S)a-l &], 
which, in view of (3.22), establishes (3.19). 
To prove the remaining two estimates we write for 0 < s < t (cf. (3.23)), 
A2(t)[U2(t, s) - ewAq - A,(t)[U,(t, s) - e(t-a)A~(8)] = i J&, s), 
j=l 
J1(t, s) _ [J-z(t) - &s)Al(t)] p(4 s) + [&t+(t) - q[p(t, s) - Rl(t, s)], 
J2(t, s) = s,’ [A&) A,(u)-’ - A,(t) A,(u)-‘] A,(u) e(t-u)A”(Uk2(~, s)du, 
J3(t, s) = jat [A,(t) A,(u)-’ - I][A,(u) e(t-U)A2(U) - A,(u) e(t-u)Al(u)] R2(u, s) du, 
J‘&, s) = Jst [A,(u) e(t-“)A2(U) - A,(u) e(t-U’Aq[R2(U, s) - R2(t, s)] du, 
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;- R’(t, s) - P(“, s)] du, 
J7(f, sj ?= j-t [-4’(u) e+uJAz(u) _ 'g2(q &dA&) + /qt) &-lc)A,~t/ 
- A,(u) e (t--l%*)] R’(t, g & 
It follows from Proposition 2.1, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, (1.2), (2.4), (3.12), and 
(3.22) that 
jj /jff, S)li < c(v) ell+f)B(l.s)-v(t-s)(t _ Qa-1 &, s)l-w, 0 6:. s --I f, (3.24) 
for 1 <j < 7. The proofs are similar in all seven cases; as an example we verify 
(3.24) forj = 2. Ob serving that for 0 < s < u < t the operator A,(t) A,(u)-l - 
A,(t) A,(u)-l is bounded by 217(t, s), 2x(t, s) and 2M(t - u)K, respectively, we 
conclude from (2.1) and (3.8) that 
J2(t, s)ji :< C(p) ~(1, s) x(t, s)l+ e(l+E)B(**+-Y(t--S) 
s 
t [(t - U)(U - s)]“**~--l du, 
s 
which, in view of (2.4) and (3.12), implies (3.24) for j =. 2. 
Finally, we see from (1.2), (2.1), (2.3), and (3.7) that 
&q,(q e(t-s)AJs) _ -g,(q &-sL4&) 1 
and 
: . . k&(t) -4,(s)-l - A,(t) A,(s)-l /, 1: A?(S) e(‘-“)A’(S) 
+ LLjl(q ;21(s)-l ,~ I! A,(s) $-S)‘m - Al(S) &‘-~),‘m 
;: C(1) 7jl(t, s) e-“‘-“)[(t - s)KO-l A- (t - s-l] ~(t, s)l--q, 
0 .< s < t, 0 :g qz :-.; 1, 
j ~2(t)[p(t-sL4Z(“) - e(t--BL4&)] _ ~41(t)[e(t-sL41M _ ew41wl/ 
-1 [I! A?(f) eftes)bfs) _ A,(t) ,rt-s)-41--s)-41(S) (j 
j /) A,(t) e(t--s)4(t) _ /g,(t) e(t-Sk(t) ;I]‘-v 
. [,, ~2(t)[e(‘-SL4”(S) _ e(f-SL42(t)],i + ,I A,&)[& s)A,(d _ p(t-C)A&‘]i;]w 
< C(1) ~(t, s)” e-Y(t-s)(t - s)““-l x(t, s)l-Q, 0 tr: s ( f. 0 -5 9, :c; 1 
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Combining these inequalities with (3.24) and (2.4) we obtain (3.20) and (3.21). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let h, i, j, k, m, n, be either 1 or 2 and h # i, j # k, 
and wz + n. Then it follows from (3.5) that for t, < t, < t, 
Furthermore, it follows from (l.l), (3.5), (1.3), (3.16), (3.17), and the fact that 
Ai is closed for t E R+ that 
xi’(t) = Ai Ui(t, ti) xi + s,; &(t) Ui(t, Y)[~~(Y) - ji(t)] dr 
I 
+ /tl Ai(t)[Ui(t, r) - e(t-‘)A*(t)] ji(t) dr + e(t-t”)A~(t)fi(t), 
1 
t > tiv i = 1,2, 
which implies the identity 
x1’(t) - xi!‘(t) 
= iz,(t)[U1(4 t1) - G(t, &)I x1 + L%(t) w, tz) - 4) U&s h)l Xh 
+ At(t) Ui(t, t&xl - x2] + [e(t-tl)A1(t) - e(f-t2)A1(t)]fl(t) 
+ [ef~-hh(t) _ e(w4(tq j&) + ew4(t)[ j&) - j2(t)] 
+S 
t2 
A,(t)[U,(t, r) ji(r) - e(t-‘)A1(t)jl(t)] dr 
t1 
+ I t V,(t) Wt, ~1 - A,(t) U&r ~)lVi@) - .fiWl dr t2 
t I t A,(t) Udt, ~)[h(~) - fdt) - h(r) -t .A@)1 drt2 
+ fI MWl(t, r) - e s (t-r)Al(t)] - A,(t)[U,(t, r) - e(t-r)A2(t)]} jm(t) dr 
e ‘t-“An’t’][jl(t) - ji(t)] dr, t, < t, < t. 
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The estimates (1 S) and (1.6) now easily follow from Proposition 2.1, Lemmas 
3.1 and 3.3, the definition (1.4), and the inequalities (2.4) and (3.22). 
QED. 
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